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How 90s hip-hop artists have shaped the current rap scene
BY ANUSHKA DE

T

his is dedicated to the ni**as that
was down from day one. Welcome
to Death Row.”
Then,
Snoop
Dogg’s
(Calvin
Cordozar Broadus Jr.) synth vocals
overtake Dr. Dre’s (Andre Romelle
Young) opening lines of “The Chronic
(Intro),” the hit opening song from
his album “The Chronic,” as rolling
basslines and a funkadelic beat plays
in the background. One day, “The
Chronic” would become one of the
most influential and acclaimed records
in hip-hop history. It would also become
the first CD social science teacher
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Bonnie Belshe purchased one on her
own dime. But long before that, Black
America had been piecing together the
music, culture, struggles and stories
that has defined hip-hop into the
modern era.
Rap music secured its beginnings
from the West African drum rhythms
that traversed oceans on slave ships.
Then, Blues musicians who traveled
from the Mississippi Delta in the South
to Memphis, St. Louis, Chicago and
Detroit sprinkled in their own influences
of gospel and country Western. It was
these struggles that manifested in the

Hoe Avenue Peace Meeting, a peace
treaty between 40 of New York’s biggest
gangs in the 1970s, giving way to DJ
and MC battles in the South Bronx, the
birthplace of gangsta rap. In the 1980s,
Afrika Bambaataa coined the term “hiphop” as Black culture grew increasingly
popular with white youth, and created
the first hip-hop institution: Universal
Zulu Nation. This led to rappers like
Ice-T (Tracy Lauren Marrow), Dr. Dre
and 2PAC (Tupac Shakur), artists who
defined the period of rap music from
the mid 80s to the late 90s that was
coined the “Golden Era” of the genre.

“There is a very clear understanding Meyers) and Joey Bada$$ (Jo-Vaughn
of the history that hip hop artists have Virginie Scott), Harlem and Brooklyn
— they know Black history,” Belshe said. natives respectively. He also sees the
“They understand it, they live it. Their thoughtful lyricism of 90s artists echoed
music is such a vibrant representation in the work of artists like Pulitzer Prizeof all of that, from slavery, through winning artist Kendrick Lamar (Kendrick
Black Power, right through the rise of Lamar Duckworth), a sentiment echoed
current mass incarceration. That history by senior Samika Swamy, who also
is represented in all of it — both in the enjoys the rich lyricism of artists like
sound and in the lyrics.”
Kanye West and Earl Sweatshirt (Thebe
Senior Gohitha Venkluri initially Neruda Kgositsile), both Chicago
became
interested
natives.
However,
in 90s lyrical rap
Swamy
explains
WE CANNOT TAKE
during the summer
that she also enjoys
THE PIECES [OF
of 2020. He was
the more melodious
BLACK CULTURE] THAT vocals and snare
drawn to the genre
PEOPLE THINK ARE
precisely
because
beats
of
trap
FUN AND WANT TO
of the “intricacy” of
artists like Lil Uzi
LISTEN TO WITHOUT
the lyricism. Whereas
Vert (Symere Bysil
UNDERSTANDING
he felt modern rap
Woods) and Playboi
THE VERY REAL PAIN
focused on many of
Carti (Jordan Carter).
AND JOY FROM THE
the same overused
“[Trap music] puts
BLACK
COMMUNITY
themes like drugs and
me in a good mood
OF WHERE THIS
wealth, he was enticed
because it’s also
[CULTURE] COMES
by the complex hiphype,” Swamy said.
FROM.”
hop rivalries, themes
“It keeps my energy
of brotherhood and
level high. I like
!"#$%&'($)*+!)& listening to that type
myriad of styles that
,%--")(,).#!) of [music] while I do
infused 90s hip-hop
music.
homework because
“[In the 90s], the
it’s
motivating,
lyricism and the poeticism was at its energizing and keeps you in a positive
peak,” Venkluri said. “Nas, Jay-Z, 2PAC, mood the whole time.”
Biggie, they actually talk about real stuff.
Along with its influence on music
They paint stories from their lives— through history, Belshe explains that
their own experiences really show and Black culture, specifically Black hipthey show their emotions. The way [90s hop vernacular, has shaped “mass
hip-hop] was presented, the delivery — pop culture” today. With the mass
there was more thought put into it as an proliferation of Black America’s
art form and more skill.”
music through history, and with it,
Venkluri and Belshe attribute much Black culture, Belshe emphasizes the
of the evolution of the rap scene to the importance of acknowledging where
creation of music for mass production the art and culture that people consume
and consumption. Despite this, Venkluri originates from.
doesn’t believe the rap scene has
“We have to acknowledge that and
declined — rather, he believes that the understand that and look to make
best lyricism and rhythms of today are reparations against those Black people
as good as the best music of the 90s. that have [been discriminated against
With the advent of Soundcloud rapping for expressing that pop culture],” Belshe
and proliferation of music over social said. “Much of what is considered
media platforms, however, Venkluri ‘academic’ and ‘professional’ is from
explains that the rap music scene has white supremacy. We cannot take the
merely gotten “bloated” with mediocre pieces [of Black culture] that people
music as well.
think are fun and want to listen to
Current
artists
whose
music without understanding the very real
Venkluri believes is infused with 90s pain and joy from the Black community
influences include A$AP Rocky (Rakim of where this [culture] comes from.”
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